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The challenge

There’s pressure on healthcare: Society is getting older and 
people are living with diseases that would have killed them in the 
past. Healthcare was perceived to be just about tackling disease. 
Now, you also need to cover contraception, mental health, social 
care, medication, and many other services. But you need to do so 
without increasing your budget or your skilled workforce. So how 
can the NHS do more with less?

At Trustmarque, we’ve been asking ourselves that same question. 
And we think we’ve found the answer. 

HELPING THE NHS
TURN LESS INTO MORE

Fast facts

40%
more people are visiting A&E, 
compared with 13 years ago

£30 billion
funding gap for the NHS nationally by 
2020

 

Only 46%
of people are confident in the security 
measures that are in place to protect 
privacy in health data

13%
of people in England have had their 
digital healthcare data breached

52%
of healthcare consumers believe 
virtual care reduces medical costs to 
patients
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Case Study

Isle of Wight NHS 
provides a full range 
of health services to 
an isolated, offshore 
population of 140,000 
people

How the NHS is using the solution:

• Care teams can see patients’ 
medical history and update 
records while they are with a 
patient

• Clinicians use Surface Go to 
explain to patients what their 
diagnosis and treatment plans 
mean

• Staff in clinics video patients so 
that they can evaluate progress. 

• All staff save time, space, and 
paper by using the touchscreen 
and Surface Pen to sign online 
documents

• The NHS, delighted with how well 
it’s worked for staff and patients, 
plans to roll out the solution 
further

This time, less is more

With the Microsoft Surface Go, your people can now do 
more, with less. Measuring just 24.3cm x 17.5cm, it packs 
big capabilities into a small size. This makes it perfect for the 
healthcare sector. 

From hospital healthcare providers and consultants to mobile 
healthcare workers, the Surface Go, running Microsoft 365, can 
be used to carry out a number of tasks through the course of each 
day:

•	 Handle	patients	on	a	personal	level: give vulnerable patients 
an easy way to communicate with the Surface Pen and a 
whiteboard. Spend more time with patients while rapidly 
uploading their notes to the electronic patient record systems 
in the cloud.

•	 Capture	information	and	keep	it	secure: Record how 
patients are doing, capturing the comments of doctors or 
consultants whilst at the bedside, then simply save the notes 
and keep them secure in the cloud. 

•	 Create	collaborative	care	and	planning: Obtain accurate 
diagnosis and the best medication for patients by working 
with colleagues, specialists, and doctors to carry out remote 
diagnostics through Skype for Business. Use the Surface Go 
camera to take photographs, then share or store them. It’s 
easy to share medical information in close detail with the high 
quality, PixelSense displays. That all means prescribing the 
right care and medication is straightforward. 

•	 Work	easily	in	an	office	–	or	at	a	bedside: Log information 
while on the ward or from the office, by connecting a 
keyboard to the Surface Go. Its advanced Intel® Core™ 
processors provide all the power to work securely on EHR and 
productivity apps.

These simple scenarios show how the Surface Go can help 
healthcare staff be more efficient – and do more with less – 
making it the perfect fit for NHS organisations. 

Find out more about how the Surface portfolio can help you:

DISCOVER MORE

https://www.trustmarque.com/microsoft-surface

